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1. INTRODUCTION Because of this, an important assumption must be made

The Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project about changes in the distribution of energy in the
oceans. Otherwise, the integration will yield a non-zorn(AMIP) was outlined in Paper # CLIM VAR 2.3 (enti-

tled 'The validation of ocean surface heat fluxes in transport at the cndpoint of integration (pole) which is
not physically realistic. Here we will only look at I()-AMIP') of these proceedings. Preliminary results of

AMIP subproject # 5 were also summarized. In pm'ticu- )'ear means of the AMIP runs, and for simplicity we

lar, zonally averaged ocean surface heat fluxes resulting assume that any long term imbalance in the global aver-

' from various AMIP simulations were intercompared, aged Nsfc will be sequestered (or rclea_sed)over the glo-

and to the extent possible they were validated with bai ocean. TesLshave demonstrated that the treatment of
how the global average energy imbalance is assumcd touncertainties in observationally-based estimates of sur-

e face heat fluxes. The intercomparison is continued in be distributed is important, especially when the long
.3

term imbalances are in excess of 10 W m - However,
• this paper by examining the Oceanic Meridional Energy

Transport (OMET) implied by the net surface heat this has not had a substantial impact on the qualitative
features of tim implied heat transport of the AM IP simu-fluxes of the AMIP simulations. As with the surface heat
lations examined thus far.

fluxes, the perspective here will be very' cursory.

The annual mean implied ocean heat transport 2. OBSERVATIONAL ESTIMATES
can be estimated by integrating the zonally averaged net

Before examining the implied ocean heat trans-
ocean surface heat flux, Nsfc, from one pole to the other.

In AGCM simulations (and perhaps reality), the global ports in some of the AMIP simulations, we will brielly
summarize various observationally-based eSlilllalcs,

mean N._feis typically not in exact balance when aver-

aged over one or more years. Ibcusing on the global ocean annual mean.
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matological surface heat flux atlases of Oberhuber 3. tvlODEL INTERCOMPARISON

(1988), Esbensen (1981) and Hsiung (1986). Although The annual mean implied OMET resulting from

these three curves are qualitatively similar, they are the AMIP runs listed in p,'tper # CLIM VAR 2.3 arc

known to have large uncertainties associated with them. shown in Fig. 2. At 65"N, the mo(iels agree hotter with

Also shown in Fig. 1 are two direct estimates the direct estimate of Aagaard and Greisman than they

(Bryden et al., 1991 and Aagaard and Greisman, 1975) do those of Carissimo et al. Silnihuiy, at 24_'N the mod-

el OMET which are based on hydrographic transects, els more closely match the direct estimate of Brydcn ct

The direct estimates agree very well with those derived al. and the surface heat flu× based estimates. However,

from the heat flux atlases, and are believed to be fairly there is a tremendous spread of the implied OMET

accurate, especially the estimate at 65°N. The curve of between the models. Many have a maximum Northern

Carissimo et al. (1985) is based on a residual method Hemisphere OMET of -2 PW, but the latitude at which

whereby OMET is obtained as the difference of the this occurs varies a great deal lr(ml model tt) nlotlcl.

energy transport of the total climate system (derived Things are altogether different in Ihc i,nplicd

from satellites) and that of the atmosphere (based on Southern Hemisphere OMET for the AMIP simulations.

radionsonde data). Carrisimo's estimate, which utilizes Some of the models imply a southward Sotithcm Hemi-

the circulation statistics of Oort (1983), is inconsistent sphere OMET, but for many it is northward. This spread

with the other estimates shown in Fig. 1. A recent study among the models isanother demonstration of how poor
of the uncertainties associated with the various esti-

ourunderstanding of heal Iransp()rl ill lilt:: S()tllhcrn

mates (Gleckler, 1993) suggests that Carrisimo's esti- Hemisphere really is.
mate is less reliable than the direct estimates. This study

To understand why some of the models imply ;Ihasalso clarified that the various estimatesof OMET in
northward Soulhcrn Hcmisl_hcrc ()MET and others (I(_

the Southern Hemisphere are very uncertain and incon-
not, v,,c can examine the zonally averaged net ocean stir-

sistent with each other. Unfortunately, it appears as
li_ce heat Ilux for the AMIP simulations (see Fig. 3 ()1

though we do not yet even know the sign of OMET in

the Southern Hemisphere. ptlper # ('LIM VAR 2.3 oI"this vt)lunlc).



Because AGCMs tire known Io be very sensi-

tive to clouds (as is the earth's climate.), it is desirable

to determine their effect on the simtJlatccl lranspc)rls.
Figure 3

In regards to the implied OMET, the effect of clotlcls
Annual Mean Northward Total Energy Transport

AMIP Simulations can be evaluated by determining a moclcl's 'clear sky'

_- s ' '._._ ..... implied transport which tnay be estimated by sub-

4 .:........... ........ tracting out the surface cloud radiative forcing (CRF)
from the net surface heat llux. Unfortunately, ht)w,-• rr

• • nO, "=_ '- '¢_ ever, the surface CRF is not readily available for most
Z
"¢ 0 "

w _:: " /i ofthelnodelspartakinginAMlP. Hereilislcad, wein
" _- i ....... effect replace each model's simulated TMET with

•"r -. ........ OOs(ERBE) _.._,'.I.._...,.::..,....,,:.:,_........ that derived from ERBE which results from the trite

z -4 _"... .::.;.;.-i_'._ distribution of CRE OMET may now be clerivcd as a
.6 ...... residual of ERBE TMET (Fig. 3) and AMET (not90*N 60*N 30*N 0* _*S 60'8 90'8

LATflUDE shown), where AMET is tile Atmospheric Meridi(mal

Energy Transport. The results of such a calculation

To summarize, it was found that in many of the models the (OM ET = TMET- AM ET) arc shown in Fig. 4.

net surface heating in the zonal band of 40°S-60°S was Figure 4 is clearly a dramatically altered repre-

greater than the simulated tropical heating. This essen- senmtion of OMET from thatof Fig. 2. The Southern

tiaily results in the implied Southern Hemisphere mid-lati- Hemisphere OMET shown in Fig 4. is southwarct for

tude OMET being northward, all the models. The reason for the difference is that the

tropical net heating at tile TOA (and consequently the

4. FURTHER INTERPRETATION surface) is substantially higher in the ERBE data than

In order to provide a better understanding of the it is for most of the AGCM simulations. This appears

spectrum of implied ocean heat transports shown in Fig. 2, to be due to the radically different CRF among Ihc

we turn our attention to the simulated implied Total Merid- mc×lels and will be discussed in detail in Itmtre publi-

' ' ional Energy Transport (TMET). TMET is derived from cations.

the annual mean distribution of net heating at the Top Of Figure 4

the Atmosphere (TOA) much like OMET is estimated TMET (ERBE) - OMET (model)

with surface heat fluxes, Figure 3 depicts TMET for many _ _ .....

of the AMIP simulations along with an observationally- o
, .

based estimate which is derived from ERBE satellite data. _ ......:...:::::_,,...
o ....;_;t_,::.":.::..:_;;,_.;

The satellite data is much more accurate than the estimates o. _:".,e'• ..-_.-:._,..,:.,,,:!::,,,..<:;_:.,,. ...._.
of OMET shown in Fig. 1. Although there is a broad range _: 0 ":'"";;;_ii" ,_ ........ :,,.:z_,,_

"'. .,o.I-- i_'.,,"'"?'._.:'.:'"""

•,;:. .¢.b".

of simulated transports in Fig. 3 (especially in the South- _ .._''" :..,':
1.1J .,,,,;,... ,,',,_,,

ern Hemisphere), most of which are systematically less z .2 ................ _,u:._o

than the observations, they are all qualitatively consistent <

unlike the OMET shown in Fig. 2. o I ........
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